Control’s Other Sides - Fourth Annual Seminar of the BGHS 2012
Programme

Wednesday, February 8, 2012

20:00  Informal Get-Together at Café Berlin

Thursday, February 9, 2012

08:30  Registration

09:15  Reception

Thomas Welskopp & Team

Opening Lecture
Andreas Glaeser (Chicago): Power/Knowledge Failure. Ironies of Control in GDR Socialism

11:00  Coffee Break

11:30  Panel Session I

Panel 1: Criminology A – (Questioning) Power in Urban Control Regimes

Ulrich Blanché: Street Art – Questioning Power and Control in Urban Spaces

Shivant Jhagroe/Frank van Steenbergen: Disciplinary Assemblages? Unravelling Complexity in Dutch Urban Neighbourhood Discourses

Panel 2: Economics A – Networks and the Third

Eran Fisher: Disorganized order – Networks as Metaphor and Technology of the Market Economy

Rena Schwarting: Risks Controlled by the Other?

13:00  Lunch Break

14:30  Panel Session II

Panel 1: Criminology B – Contesting Surveillance

Jens Hälterlein: From Treating Criminals to Managing Crime – Criticism, Self-Control and Video-Surveillance

Larry Frohman: Contesting the Surveillance State – Computers, Social Control and the 1983/1987 German Census Boycotts

Panel 2: Economics B – Control and the Workplace

Li Sun: Employers Control over Migrant Worker’s Employment

Jens Bergmann: "It all happens more subtly now in our corporation" Reasons for Failures and Methods of Circumvention of Organizational Control

Panel 3: Religion – Deviance and Conversion

Monika Frohnapfel: Religious Deviance in Early Modern Spain – Religious Women and the Spanish Inquisition

Irinia Petrova: Religious Conversion in Christianity as a Point of Control

Panel 3: Nature & Technology

François Allard: From Nature Uncertainty to Sciences Failures: Controlling, Altering and Transforming the Concept of "Risks" in the Public Space

Malte Stöcken: The Regulation of Scientific Knowledge during the National Socialism
16:00 Coffee Break

16:30 Evening Lecture
Klaus Weinhauer (Bielefeld): Controlling Control Institutions. Policing Street Violence in Germany and Britain from the 1960s to the 1980s

18:00 Conference Party

Friday, February 10, 2012

09:00 Panel Session III

Panel 1: Politics – State Criticism and Revolution
Theodore Christov: Interrupting Sovereignty – Hobbes between Anarchy and Legitimacy
Abdelmjid Kettioui: Spheres of Influence and Dominions of Power Re-Bound and Un-Bound in the Arab Spring

Panel 2: Media – Virtual Reality
Jan Schank: Controlling Computer Games – Preventing Media Harm
Marta Kolodziejska: The Limits of Online Control – Why are Religions Flourishing in the Virtual World?

10:30 Coffee Break

11:00 Keynote Lecture
Kevin Stenson (Kent): The State and Governance from Above and Below, Ethnicity and the Nation State

13:30 Panel Session IV

Panel 1: Theory – Beyond Control?
Caroline Braunmühl: Moving Social Theory Beyond the Opposition of "Control" and "its other side" – Exploring its constitutive outside
Martin Savransky: Recalcitrant Bodies – Vital Becomings and the Limits of Control

Panel 2: Criminology C – Identification Regimes
Larry Frohman: Seeing like a State? Population Technology, Population Control, and Privacy Protection in West Germany
Tiffany Bergin: Biopower and the Security of Empire: Crossing Borders in the 21st Century

Panel 3: Body – Control of the Self, Control of the Other
Alexander Beryozkin: Practices of Self-Control as Mechanisms of the Construction of Virtual Corporeality
Linda Braun: Standardizing, Regulating, Controlling, and Disciplining – "Shuffling" and "Wiggling" in Dance Halls during the Imperial Period (1890-1919)

15:00 Coffee Break

15:30 Plenary Discussion

16:30 End of Seminar